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1: Sophie Jenner: PINKGLITTERFAIRIES
Product Features Also comes with glitter gel, face stickers, brush, sponge and a guide.

If you are not having a fairy party then the fairy glitter gel also would make a great summer kids activity. Add
1 tablespoon of glycerin and mix well. Add a few drops of Lavender essential oil and stir. Set aside overnight
if cloudy. If you used aloe gel and it did not cloud up continue to the next step. Take the lids off all the bead
storage containers but leave the individual containers in the plastic case they came in. Using a small spoon fill
each tiny container with the gel. Do not fill them to the brim or they will overflow when you are mixing the
glitter in. Just below the lip of the container is good. Snip a corner a bag of glitter. Remove the number of
containers for the color you are working with from the case and tap a pile of glitter on top of each one. Stir
well with a wooden skewer. Add more glitter if it looks pale in color. The more glitter the bolder the color of
glitter gel you will get. Repeat with whatever other colors you plan to make until all containers of Fairy Dust
Glitter Gel are made. Snap the lid on the container to store or add stickers to the top as I did. This is not meant
to be used on the face, near the eyes or mouth. If using aloe vera gel you may not see the cloudiness that I did.
If you want to omit the lavender essential oil you can. Open only one color of glitter at a time and only work
with the containers meant for that color to prevent cross contamination of the colors of glitter. Unless you are
going for a multi-colored effect. I did not use any coloring at all the glitter colors the gel. I added puffy
stickers to the top of the containers. If using stickers to pretty the fairy dust glitter gel containers up I suggest
using flat stickers. The Fairy Dust Glitter Gel is so easy to make and the girls really loved rubbing it all over
their arms and shoulders as they flew around the party with their fairy wings and wands. The party was a hit.
My granddaughter loved it and so did the rest of the kids. If you are not planning a fairy party this is a perfect
summer project for the kids. They can help you make it and then they too can glow and glitter like the little
fairies at our party. Your little fairy is going to need a crown.
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2: www.enganchecubano.com: fairies stickers
fairies stickers stickers for a great glitter fairies fairy stickers stickers in the book cards sticker envelopes letters
background dover glittery pages stick envelope Showing of 39 reviews Top Reviews Most recent Top Reviews.

To make the Craft Stick Fairy: Watch the video tutorial for step by step: Start off by cutting out a long
rectangular piece of tissue paper. You can fold it inwards and secure using glue to get an even hem. Now,
crimp and wrap around the craft stick. Using a rubber band or a matching loom band, secure it around the
waist of the fairy. Adjust it up or down along the craft stick. Using a pink marker, we drew the hair and the
shoes. You could match the shoes and hair with the outfit or use a different one altogether. You could also use
plastic flowers as hair to make little garden fairies. Or use wool to make the hair. Using a black marker we
added an outline and some definition. Finally, Cut out winged shapes from a golden glitter paper and stick to
the back of the fairy using glue. We used a glue stick but our wings fell off after some time. Use a stronger
glue or a glue gun to secure the wings. To make the crown, cut a golden star sticker and stick the 3 point star
as the crown. Make one, make two or make a whole set of rainbow fairies. Create your own fairy story With
their magical powers and ability to fly, fairies are the perfect subject for creating stories. Depending on the age
of your child, they can either write and illustrate their own fairy book or you can write their story as they
dictate it this is a great way to promote literacy skills for pre-school children and get them to add illustrations
on each page. Have fun creating and naming your fairies. Make up an original plot. This is a great way to
develop imagination and learn new words along the way.
3: Glitter Fairies Stickers | The Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art
These demure, winged beauties have an added glow about them. Enhanced by a touch of glitter, twelve charming
vignettes depict the magical creatures resting on a lily pad, nestling amid garden flowers, taking to the air in graceful
maneuvers, and in other captivating scenes. Perfect for decorating.

4: STICKERS â€“ American Crafts
Find great deals on eBay for glitter fairy stickers. Shop with confidence.

5: Fairy Stickers & Decals â€“ Over Creative Designs
Glitter Fairies Stickers by Darcy May These demure, winged beauties have an added glow about them. Enhanced by a
touch of glitter, twelve charming vignettes depict the magical creatures resting on a lily pad, nestling amid garden
flowers, taking to the air in graceful maneuvers, and in other captivating scenes.

6: Glitter Fairies Stickers : Darcy May :
These colorful stickers are perfect for fun at home, school or on the go! The mini size is perfect for road trips! Book
measures /2 x 4 inches and has two pages with a total of 12 stickers.

7: www.enganchecubano.com: Dover Glitter Fairies Stickers: Darcy May: Arts, Crafts & Sewing
DOVER PUBLISHING-Little Activity Books: Glitter Fairies Sticker Book. These colorful stickers are perfect for fun at
home, school, or on the go! The mini size is perfect for road trips!
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Glitter Fairies Stickers by Darcy May, , available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide.

9: Glitter Wall Stickers | eBay
Product - Rainbow Fairy Wall Decal with Clouds and Sun - girl's room wall sticker, kids good mural vinyl decor - DS 26in x 16in Reduced Price Product Image.
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